Week of: Sept. 9-13, 2019

Parent’s Initials: _________

Classroom News
—Ms. Crabtree’s Class—
Spelling Words:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

crew
loose
news
school
drew
knew
smooth
pool
shoot
threw
roof
fool
chew
balloon
choose

Problem of the Day
(POD):

3x3=9 9/3=3
3x4=12 4x3=12
12/3=4 12/4=3

Multiplication for the
Week: 3’s
antonyms:
Attached to the back of this sheet.
** Make sure to practice these at
home! They will be difficult if you
don’t.

Test Dates:
Friday (9/13)— Spelling Test, Vocabulary Test, POD
Test, Multiplication Test (3’s)
Weekly Objectives:
Reading: asking/Answering Questions, Central
Message, and Novel Study: Because of Winn Dixie
(Chapters 17-20)
Math:Review Week— Subtraction, Rounding, Word
Problems, Estimation
Grammar: Types of Sentences, Common/Proper
Nouns
History/Science: Maps and Force/Motion

Important Dates
September 12— Open House
6pm-7pm
September19— Grandparent’s Day
from 9-9:30 am
Vocabulary Words:
guesses- not knowing the answer but giving the
ideas that might work
taken- to get, to have
secret- something that you don’t tell anyone, or that
only a few people know about
strange-not normal, a bit different than everything
else
mystery- not solved, there are no clear answers to
disappear- gone, not found at all
force- a strong pull toward something that usually
can’t be seen
debris- trash or pieces of something scattered all
over the place
survived- to make it through a time when
something is very hard, to get past a hard time
direction- the way you are going, knowing how to
get from one place to the next
missing- lost, not found
explained- when there is an answer to something
that did not make sense before
trouble- to have a tough time, things are not going
well
remains- There is still no answer, it is not clear

Sight Words:
List 3 on sight word sheet on the back of the
orange folder.

antonyms: words that can
mean the opposite of
another word
begin— end, cease
separated— joined
seized— released, let go
gradually— suddenly, abruptly
similar— different, unlike
enormous— tiny, small
afraid— fearless, brave
succeed— fail
loosen— tighten
quarrel— agree, reconcile

